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<<<Check out Philippines Graphic, v. 25:30&31, pp. 20-26. Dec  22-29 ’14.  

“Freelance workers available at a moment’s notice will reshape the 
nature of companies and the structure of career”...Read more.   

>>>Check out  Impact, 48:10, pp. 16-20. Oct ’14.  

<<<Check out Psychology Today, v. 48:1, pp, 44-53, 82. Jan-Feb ’15 . 

>>>Check out  The Economist, v. 414:81949, p. 15-18. Jan 3-9 ’15.  

MERCY AND COMPASSION 

the 2015 Papal Visit  

“The message the Holy Father brings with him challenges Filipinos 

to imitate Christ, the Good Shepherd, who is Mercy and            

Compassion”...Read more.   

 

Is There ‘Justice’ in Social Media? 

“A cursory discussion on the real and virtual justice. An advocacy work-
shop of the Catholic Social Media Summit version 3.0”...Read more.  

Beyond Happiness  

THE UPSIDE OF FEELING DOWN 

“Negative emotions do us a great favor—they save us from our-

selves. They’re signals urging us to change what we’re doing—and 

they’re actually necessary for feeling good”... Read more.  

There’s An App for That 
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The Path to Peace  

<<<Check out  The Journal of Media Literacy, v.61:1&2, pp. 27-32. ’14.  

>>>Check out Documentation Service, v. 27:12, pp. 13-16. Dec ’14.  

<<<Check out Time, v. 185:1, pp. 16-21, Jan 19 ’15.  

>>>Check out Philippines Graphic, v. 25:29, pp. 18-21. Dec 15 ’14 . 

Abstract : In this article, there will be a revisiting of the historical tradition 

of   rhetoric, which continues to evolve in the Digital Age.  Further, the 

rhetorical abilities and skills inherent within the media literacy will be 

demonstrated and finally an argument will be proposed that contends that 

media literate persons, having   attained rhetorical skills, become more 

effective communicators...Read more.  

Family Needed Today As Much As Ever, 
Synod Official Emphasizes  

 “Chaos in the Middle East is sowing the seeds for an unlikely       
alliance between Israel and the Arab states”... Read more. 

PERSONAL SAFETY 101 

 My Spider Sense is Tingling  

 “Some people seem to sense if they are in danger. For security experts, 

they call this situational awareness”… Read more.  

“The fundamental teaching on marriage appear well-enough known, 
but the specific aspects of doctrine and the Church’s magisterium in 
marriage and family are not always sufficiently well-known by the 
faithful”...Read more.  

Reviving Rhetoric Through Media Literacy 


